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Paper, Wood, and Copper
Early Printed Arts in Archives and Special Collections

This exhibition features illustrated books from the original Mission Library and from the
early Santa Clara College collection, with books dating from 1518 to 1803.
The earliest printed books in Europe took their style from manuscripts. The letters resembled the common handwriting of the time, and the ornamentation was done by hand.
As printing became accepted as an art form in its own right, printers sought for ways to
add decorations – ornamental capitals and illustrations – on their own. The woodcut,
which was already in use to print holy images to sell to pilgrims, suited perfectly. Both
movable type and woodcut were relief printing, so text and image could be printed in a
single twist of the press. There were limitations, though. The process of carving the block
was tedious, and the material did not take well to detailed work.
Copper engraving, and the related art of etching, solved the problems of woodcuts. Production was less labor-intensive, and it allowed fine lines and shading. Where the white
areas are cut away in woodcuts, in copper plate printing, only the black areas are cut into
the sheet of copper, and by controlling the depth, the artist could adjust the darkness of
the line. The new method posed its own problems, however: copper was more expensive
than wood, and because the image was recessed, these plates had to be printed separately
from the text.
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Printer’s Devices
Who among us can avoid judging a book by its cover,
at least a little? At the time these books were printed,
they were sold unbound, so it was the title page that
made the first impression. The title page was often
the grandest page in the book, and printers made
sure to put their unique marks on them. They could
be serious or humorous, straightforward or allegorical. Long-lived printing houses would make changes
over time to keep their marks fashionable.
The following pages show examples of these devices.
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Flying bird and nesting bird device, a woodcut from Prælectiones in duodecim libros codicis justiniani
imp, published in Antverpi by Joannis Baptist Verdussen, & Joannem Baptisam Verdussen and in
Amstelodami by Henricum Wetsteniumin 1695.
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The Verdussen House
The Verdussen family entered the
printing business following the
end of the Siege of Antwerp in
1585, when Spain solidified its
control over the city. An economic boom followed as the city took
advantage of the restoration of
Catholicism and the financial opportunities that came with it. The
family engaged in extensive trade
with Spain, and large amounts of
their books were shipped to the
Spanish colonies in the Americas.
Like many multi-generational
printing houses, the theme of
their device stayed the same, but
the artwork was updated to stay
in fashion. Switching from a
woodcut device to one engraved
or etched on copper was a common means of remaining stylish.

Flying bird and nesting bird device, a copper engraving from Biblia Sacra, printed in Antverpiae by Joannem BaptistamVerdussen in 1740.
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Printing Privileges
Printing privileges were
granted by religious and
governmental authorities to
give printers the exclusive
right to print a particular
item (as with a single book
title, or a single illustration)
or category of materials
(as with all liturgical books,
or all maps of a particular
country).
Privileges covered the
entire territory under the
granting authority: a papal
privilege covered the Catholic world, the privilege of the king of Spain covered all Spanish-controlled lands, a local privilege
may have covered only a single city. The granting of privileges offered authorities both income and
the opportunity to control what was printed. In some regions, a privilege was not a requirement
for printing, but it was desirable, as without it, printers had little to no recourse against other printers duplicating their works.

Christogram device with privilege, a copper engraving from Exercicio de perfecion i virtudes cristianas / por el Padre Alonso Rodriguez. printed in Sevilla by Matias Clavijo in 1615.
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Hand of God device, a copper engraving from Platonis Omnia
opera, printed in Basileae by Henrichvm Petri around 1556.
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Hand of God device, a copper engraving from Christophori Clavii Bamberg. ex Societate Iesv, In
sphâeram / Ioannis de Sacro Bosco commentarivs, printed in Lvgdvni by P. Rigavd in 1618.
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Parrot device, a copper engraving from De profanis et sacris veteribus ritibus opus tripartitum, published in Francofurti et Hannoverae by T.H. Hauensteinnii in 1681.
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Men with broken sceptre device, a woodcut from Ratio conscribendarum
Epistolaru[m] in unoquoque genere, printed in Parisiis by Lud. Grandinum in 1545.
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Aldus Manutius
The dolphin and anchor device of
Aldus Manutius refers to the adage Festina lente, or ‘Make Haste
Slowly.’ It was through this balance of speed and accuracy that
the Aldine Press became one of
the most highly regarded printing
houses of the late fifteenth and
early sixteenth centuries.
Aldus was the first printer to
use italic type, the first to print
in Greek, and the first to print
‘portable little books.’ At a time
when other printers would print
runs of one- or two hundred copies, he was printing a thousand.
The cachet of his press resulted in
many other printers basing their
own devices on his, right up to
the present day.
Dolphin and Anchor device, a woodcut from Amorum libri II,
published in Venitiis by the Aldine Press in 1518.
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Two-tailed mermaid device, a woodcut from La sfera del mondo di
Alessandro Piccolomini, printed in Venitia by Giovanni Barisco in 1566.
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Fleur de lys device, a woodcut from Biblia Sacra, published in Venitiis
by Ivuntas in 1625.
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The Plantin-Moretus House
The long-lived Plantin-Moretus printing house had many variations on its device, but they always
included the hand of God with a compass and the motto, ‘Labore et Constantia,’ or ‘Labor and
Consistency.’ It was founded by Christophe Plantin, a French bookbinder who moved to Antwerp
in 1549. In 1555, an injury to his arm ended his binding career and he took up printing. Between
1569 and 1572, he printed an eight-volume ‘Biblia Polyglotta,’ a work which faced clerical opposition but had the support of Phillip II of Spain, and was edited by his court chaplain.
The city of Antwerp bought the house and all its contents in 1876, and opened it as a museum in
1877.
Hand of God with a Compass device, copper engraving from Historia natvrae, published in Antverpiae by Balthasaris Moreti in 1635.
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Hands of God device, a woodcut from Commentarius in Prophetas minores XII,
printed in Amstelredami by H. Laurentii in 1627.
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Three ships, a copper engraving from Historia Gneral de los Hechos de los Castellanos en las Islas, y
Tierra-Firme de el Mar Oceano, published in Madrid by Nicolas Rodriguez Franco in 1725.
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Armchair Travelers
As European powers sent explorers around the world,
every report, every bit of news, was a source of fascination. Travel narratives fed the reading public’s desire for
knowledge, adventure, and exoticism. These books were
well suited to extensive – and expensive – illustration,
allowing printers to charge high prices while showcasing
the quality of their work. The Jesuits, as global missionaries, collected heavily in this field.
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Double Canoe of the Friendly Islands, a copper engraving from Voyage in search of La Pérouse,
printed in London by John Stockdale in 1800.
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left: Strudel and Wurbel cataracts, a copper engraving from Introductionis in universam geographiam,
printed in Patavii by Joannem Manfrè in 1717. right: Title page of Legatio batavica, a copper
engraving printed in Amstelodami by Jacobum Meursium in 1668.
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Outside of the Great Temple of the Naches, a copper engraving by Joh. Walker from The History of America, volume I, printed in London by Fielding and Walker in 1778. A very different take
on the same scene was printed in volume II, seen opposite.
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Outside of the Great Temple of the Naches, a copper engraving from The History of America,
volume II, published in London by Fielding and Walker in 1778.
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Night Dance by Men, in Hapaee, a copper engraving by Wm. Sharp from A Voyage to the Pacific
Ocean, printed in London by W. and A. Strahan in 1784 or 1785.
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View of Snug Corner Cove, in Prince William’s Sound, a copper engraving by W. Ellis from
A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean, printed in London by W. and A. Strahan in 1784 or 1785.
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Tigre Mess[ican]a, a copper etching from Storia antica del Messico, printed in Cesena by Gregorio Biasini in 1780.
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Binding Errors
This charming plate illustrates one of the
difficulties of intaglio prints: the illustrations
were printed separately, with directions to the
bookbinder on where to insert them. This
one was supposed to face page 154, not page
54. The text on page 54 does discuss parrots,
which may have caused the confusion and led
to the binder assuming the ‘page 154’ was a
printer’s error.

Parrots of the West Indies, a copper engraving from Nouveau voyage aux isles de l’Amérique :
contenant l’histoire naturelle de ces pays, l’origine, les moeurs, la religion et le gouvernement des
habitans anciens et modernes, printed by Guillaume Cavelier fils in 1722.
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Witnessing
Religious artwork serves the dual purposes of meeting
aesthetic desires and bringing past events to life, giving the viewer an opportunity to participate as a witness. While books were by no means cheap, they were
relatively affordable when compared to commissioned
paintings or sculptures. The juxtaposition of word and
image found in an illustrated book enhances the experience of reading and of seeing, encouraging the audience
to reflect on how the two means of communication
interact.
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left: The Last Judgment, a copper engraving by Ioann. Wierix from Adnotationes et meditationes
in Euangelia quæ in sacrosancto missæ sacrificio toto anno leguntur: : cum eorundem Euangeliorum concordantia, printed by Ioannem Moretum in 1607. right: The Descent of Christ into
Hell, a copper engraving by Ant. Wierx from Adnotationes et meditationes... printed by Ioannem
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top: God walking in Eden, a woodcut from Biblia Sacra, published in Venetiis by Ivuntas in 1625.
bottom: Sacrifice of Isaac, a woodcut from Biblia Sacra, published in Venetiis by Ivuntas in 1625.

top: Moses receiving the Commandments, a woodcut from Biblia Sacra, published in Venetiis
by Ivuntas in 1625. bottom: The Sermon on the Mount, a woodcut from Biblia Sacra, published in
Venetiis by Ivuntas in 1625.
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Noteable Owners
previous pages: Four woodcut images from the Bible brought by the
first Franciscan missionaries to Santa
Clara. The original prints are three
inches tall and five inches long, a
strikingly small size for woodcuts of
such delicacy and intricacy. This Bible
is very heavily illustrated; of the 954
pages, nearly every page has at least
one woodcut.
right: This book was once owned by
Henry Benedict Stuart, cardinal duke
of York. He was the younger brother
of ‘Bonny Prince Charlie,’ and, following his brother’s death, claimed the
throne of England as Henry IX. Despite his wealth, the gilt borders that
illuminate the book are of base metal
that has been painted to mimic gold.

God creating the greater and lesser lights, a copper engraving with hand illumination from Breviarium Romanum, printed in Urbino by Hieronymum Mainardi in 1740.
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left: Christ holding a child, a woodcut from Manual de Administrar, printed in Mexico by Maria
de Benavides in 1700. right: Crucifixion, a woodcut from Flos sanctorum, o, libro de las vidas de
los santos, printed in Barcelona by Vicente Suria in 1688.
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left: Copper engraved title page from Arte di goder l’ottimo contenuta negli Esercizii spirituali di
Santo Ignazio di Loiola fondatore della Compagnia di Giesu / ed’osservata dal padre Gioseppe
Agnelli della medesima Compagnia., printed in Roma by Gio. Giacomo Komarek in 1695. right:
A guide to using the hand as a memory aid in examining the conscience, a copper engraving in
Arte di goder... printed in Roma by Gio. Giacomo Komarek in 1695.
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left: The expulsion of the fallen angels from heaven and of Adam and Eve from Eden, copper engraving in Arte di goder ... printed in Roma by Gio. Giacomo Komarek in 1695. right: A seated
man pierced by the seven deadly sins, a copper engraving in Arte di goder... printed in Roma by
Gio. Giacomo Komarek in 1695.
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Mission Missals
Missals contain all the texts needed for
celebrating Mass throughout the year. These
two examples, both from the original Mission Library, provide strikingly different
sensations.
In the elder image (l), the viewer is drawn
into the scene as one of the many participants; indeed, the kneeling figure looks out
from the page directly at the viewer. The
more recent (r) demands that our attention
be focused entirely on the Crucifixion. By
eliminating the other figures commonly
included in these scenes, the artist places his
emphasis on the essential solitude of Christ’s
experience on the Cross.

Crucifixion, a copper engraving from Missale Romanum, printed in Antverpiae by Bathasaris Moreti
in 1687.
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Crucifixion, a copper engraving by Anto. Palomus and Juan Palomo from Missale Romanum,
printed by an unknown printer in Madrid in 1803.
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Vaticinia
These two books are falsely attributed to
the twelfth-century mystic Joachim of
Fiore. They contain prophecies about the
papacy, and are generally accepted to have
been written in an attempt to influence the
papal elections and society at large. Their
true authorship is a matter of continued
debate, but the contents of the first series
(left) indicate an Italian Spiritual Franciscan writing in the year before the election
of Pope Clement V in 1305, while the second (right) suggests a member of the same
group writing in 1356.
Dragons are used throughout as a reference to the east, and Prophecy VII is likely
a veiled reference to Pope Gregory IX,
who planned the conversion of Asia. The
caption states that Strong men will be
blinded by envy, and the accompanying
A pope blessing a dragon, a copper engraving from Vaticinia : sev, Praedictiones illustrium virorum ; Sex rotis aere incisis comprehensa De succissione summum pontificum romanorum ;
Cum declarationibus, & annotat Hieronymi Ioannini, ominbus loco suo fideliter restitutis in hac
secunda editione, printed in Venetiis
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text describes him as a kind of raven who
‘dispenses the black works of Nero, and
will die in a stony land.’
In the set of prophecies illustrated by the
wheel, there are two unnamed popes to
follow Clement VIII; the next will see ‘the
monster of the west’ devour the fruit that
hangs before him, and the following pope
will fall in pride before the Oppressor.
At the end of this cycle, however, the Antichrist will fall, and there will be universal
faith and peace. This will come with the
arrival of the unnumbered ‘Angelic Pope,’ a
figure created by the Spiritual Franciscans
in the thirteenth century.

A wheel with predictions of future popes, a copper engraving from Vaticinia : Siue Prophetiae
ábbatis Ioachimi, & Anselmi episcopi marsicani, cum imaginibus aere incisis, correctione, et pulcritudine, plurium manuscriptorum exemplariumque, et uariarum imaginum tabulis, et delineationibus, alii ante hac impressis longe praestantiora., printed in Venetia by Gio Battista Bertoni in
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left: The Last Supper, a copper engraving from Missale Romanum, printed in Antverpiae by
Bathasaris Moreti in 1632. right: Pentecost, a copper engraving from Missale Romanum, printed
in Antverpiae by Bathasaris Moreti in 1632.
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The Mission Library has a second copy of this
work, printed in Valencia in 1739. The printer
of that book had obtained the original printing
blocks used to illustrate this one; the images
are near-exact duplicates, the only differences
being signs of heavy wear.

This page demonstrates the types of ornamentation a printer could achieve without commissioning an artist to provide illustrations.
The small, repeated decorations here are from
dingbats, small decorative pieces that could be
included with a set of movable type. Though
they were more commonly used as space fillers,
a talented typesetter could work wonders with
them.

left: A Phoenix, a woodcut from Vida Simbolica, printed in Madrid by Antonio Roman in 1688.
right: a wheel of sayings, metal type artwork from Elogio De San Juan Apostol y Evangelista,
printed in Mexico by Felipe de Zuniga y Ontiveros in 1793.
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left: Title page of Lignum vitae : libellus in quatuor partes distinctus ; et ad utilitatem cujusque
animae in altiorem vitae perfectionem suspirantis, nuperrime editus, a woodcut by R. Vaughan
printed in Londini by Joh. Grismond in 1688. right: Title page of Gl’inganni della via spirituale
di Francesco Stadiera : della Compagnia di Giesù, a copper engraving by Hieron David, printed
in Bologna by F. Cattanio in 1635.
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left: Title page of Prophetae Isaias, Ieremias, Baruch, Ezechiel, Daniel, XII Minores, et Machabaeorum, a copper etching printed in Coloniae by Jacobum Naulaeum in 1679. right: Title page
from Saverio Orientale..., copper engraving printed in Napoli by Francesco Sauio in 1641.
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A Classical Education
In the early years of Santa Clara College, students were required to learn to read and write
in Latin and Greek in order to earn a Bachelor
of Arts. Classical authors were read for content
and analyzed for structure and style. Curious
and amusing illustrations would have helped to
keep language learners’ interest focused on the
book at hand. The sciences were likewise an important part of a Santa Clara education; during
graduation ceremonies, students were required
to conduct a series of scientific demonstrations.
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Collaboration
The twenty-eight full-page illustrations, all
full-page and richly detailed, speak to the high
cost of producing this book. The long list of
publishers is a testament to the price; the Rivingtons, Law, and the Robinsons were some
of the biggest London publishers in the late
eighteenth century. For them to collaborate,
rather than a single publishing house funding
the work on its own, suggests the high initial
investment required.

Frontispiece of The Pantheon : representing
the fabulous histories of the heathen gods, and
most illustrious heroes : in a short, plain, and
familiar method, by way of dialogue : for the
use of schools, copper engraving published in London by J. F. & C. Rivington, B. Law, T. Pote, J.
Johnson, G. G. J. & J. Robinson, R. Baldwin, H. Gardner, W. Bent, and G. & T. Wilkie in 1789.
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Bacchus riding in his carriage drawn by wild animals and satyrs, a copper engraving from The
Pantheon ... printed in London for J. F. & C. Rivington, B. Law, et al in 1789.
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Juno riding in her carriage drawn by peacocks, a copper engraving from The Pantheon ... printed
in London for J. F. & C. Rivington, B. Law, et al in 1789.
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Egyptian and early Christian emblems, a copper engraving from De profanis et sacris veteribus
ritibus opus tripartitum : cujus prima pars agit de profanis Ægyptiorum ritibus ; secunda pars agit
de profanis Romanorum ritibus ; tertia pars agit de sacris Christianorum ritibus ; accedunt indices
capitum, rerum item & verborum copiosissimi, & accuratissimi., published in Francofurti et
Hannoverae by T.H. Hauensteinnii in 1681.
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Fragment from the Antonine Column in Rome, a copper engraving from De profanis et sacris
veteribus ritibus opus tripartitum : cujus prima pars agit de profanis Ægyptiorum ritibus ; secunda pars agit de profanis Romanorum ritibus..., published in Francofurti et Hannoverae by T.H.
Hauensteinnii in 1681.
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above:

left: Polymneia, a copper engraving from El parnasso español y musas castellanas, printed in
Madrid by Diego de la Carrera in 1650. right: Globe ornament, copper engraving from Marci
Hieronymi Vidæ, Cremonensis, Albæ Episcopi, Poematum, printed in Oxonii by the Clarendon
Press in 1722.
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Property Stamps
This title page (left) bears the hot
pink stamp of the Santa Clara
College Library and the purple
stamp of the Varsi Library. While
they do mar the attractiveness
of the print, property marks like
these are important for historians.
They can be used both to trace the
provenance of an individual volume and to intellectually re-create
historical collections that have
been broken up.

Title page from Romanae historiae anthologia recognita et
avcta. : An English exposition of
the Roman antiquities, wherein
many Roman & English offices
are paralleld and divers obscure
phrases explained. For the use of
Abingdon schoole, a copper etching printed in Oxford by Leonard
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A volume of first-century B.C. architect Vitruvius. At the time he was active, architecture
encompassed civil engineering, landscape engineering (as seen above), arts, and crafts. In his
discussion of design, he said that all construction must be solid, useful, and beautiful.
left: Title page of M. L. Vitrvuio Pollione Di architettura, a woodcut printed in Vinegia by Nicolo
de Aristotele detto Zoppino in 1535. right: Men conducting the stages of planting crops, a woodcut printed in Vinegia by Nicolo de Aristotele detto Zoppino in 1535
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Scientific illustration could be allegorical, representative, or a hybrid of the
two. The title page of Jesuit scholar
Athanasius Kircher’s Ars Magna Lucis
et Umbrae, or The Great Art of Light
and Shadow, portrays a system of
creation in which the physical and
spiritual worlds are shown to have
separation; they are governed by a
single law, the law of the Creator. Its
blend of Christian and classical iconography portrays the four sources
of wisdom (sacred authority, reason,
wordly authority, and the senses) and
argues that wisdom behaves in the
same way as light.
The following two pages provide
examples of allegorical and ‘hybrid’
scientific illustrations.

Title page of Athanasii Kircheri Fuldensis Buchonii e Soc. Iesu presbyteri ... Ars magna lucis
et vmbrae in decem libros digesta : quibus admirandae lucis et vmbrae in mundo, atque adeò
vniuersa natura, vires effectusq[ue] vti noua, ita varia nouorum reconditiorumq[ue] speciminum exhibitione, ad varios mortalium vsus, panduntur, a copper engraving by Miotte Burgundis
printed in Romae by Hermanni Scheus in 1646.
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This plate, illustrating the leaves, flowers, and fruit
of the Eucalyptus globulus, is from a book narrating a combination rescue-and-scientific mission
of the French Navy. Author Jacques-Julien Joutou
de La Billiardière was the botanist aboard one of
the ships, and he took the opportunity to conduct
as much research as he could as they explored the
waters of Oceania. His illustrations of the plants
he observed during the mission are rigorous and
exacting.

Eucalyptus globulus, a copper engraving by
Sanforri from Voyage in search of La Pérouse :
performed by order of the Constituent Assembly,
during the years 1791, 1792, 1793, and 1794,
and drawn up by M. Labillardiere, printed in
London for John Stockdale in 1800.
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Perhaps the most intriguing type of scientific illustration combines these impulses
towards realism and allegory, as seen in this
picture of the passionfruit (right). It provides a reasonably accurate representation
of the leaves, fruit, and growth habit of the
plant. The flower itself, however, is portrayed allegorically, emphasizing the ‘crown
of thorns’ appearance of its style and stigma
that gave the plant its name. In place of a
second fruit is a small sacramental chalice:
the fruit of the Passion is Redemption.

Granadillae Ramvs, a woodcut from
Historia natvrae, maxime peregrinae,
libris XVI. distincta, printed in Antverpiae by Bathasaris Moreti in 1635.
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